Visit to Atlas Television Podgorica
Podgorica, 18th June 2015
Report
Members from the partners' universities, Marko Holbl, University of Maribor, Stefano Guarino, Univeristy
Roma Tre and Ana Rakočević, Ministry of Information Technology of Montenegro were guests of the Atlas
television. They have gave statements regarding ECESM project and cyber security. As a part of a kick-off
meeting at the Mediteranean University in Podgorica, Atlas television was informed about arriving of guests
and they were interviewed about project. This interview was broadcasted at the popular family show " do
5", which is emited at 16:55 each day and is very popular among wide population. Because of the
broadcasting time this show has large audience and it reaches all levels of society, from the youngest to the
oldest audience. It is very important for dissemination, because all layers of the society could hear about
project and how project will affect Montenegrin population regarding cyber security.
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Video clip from the tv show can be found at: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hLXahbAW8aY
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